Abstract \·Ve introduce a new Gcn(zen-style framework of grafted hypc1rsequents that com\Jim's the fornrnlism of nested sequents with that of hyperscquents. To illustrate the potential of the frmnework. we present novel calculi for the modal logics K5 and KD5, m; well as for extensions of the modal logics K and KD with tlw axiom for shift rdlcxivity. Tlw latter of these extensions is also known as SDL + in the context oC dcontic logic. All our calculi enjoy syntactic cut elimination and can \Jc used in backwards proof search procedures of optimal complexity.
Introduction
Tlw frnme\vork of sequent calculi has proven quite successful in providing analytic calculi for a number of normal llloclal logics such as K. KT. or 54 [vVan02] . Unfortunately, there are also a numlwr of reasonably simple modal logics for which no acceptable cut-free sequent calculus seems to exist. Perhaps. the easiest war of demonstrating this limitation of the sequent framework is by considering various extensions of the standard modal logic K that validate the Euc:licleanness axiom (5) 0Dp--+ Op .
Iu partirnlar. the logics K5, KD5. and 55 have so far resisted all efforts to provide them with a cutfree sequent formulation, and for some formats of rules it can even be shown that no such calculus can exist [LP1:3] . To overcome this clifficlllty. several extensions of the sequent framework lrnve been sllggcsted. including
• the framework of hypersequenf; calculi [rdin74, PotKl. Avr!JG], which provided a cut-free formulation for the logic: 55, and
• the framework of nested sequents [I3rii09, Pogll] , which supplies cut-free calculi for all the logics of the modal cube, inclllding 55, K5, and KD5.
The latter framework is, in fact, more general than the former in the sense that every hypcrsequent can lw viewed as a nested sequent. As a consequence, nested rules are more complex in that they are allowed to operate deep inside a given strncturc. Under a translation of these structures to modal fonnlllae. this corresponds to rnlcs operating uwler an unbounded m1mlwr of nested boxes, in the spirit of deep infn·ence. In ccmtrnsL hypcrsef1ucllt rnlcs c:an be called shallow because. undrr corresponding formula translations, they operate either directly on formulae or, at worst, under one layer of modalities. In the usllal trade-off between simplicity and expressivity, while the shallow structures of uniform depth from the hypersequent framework succeed in capturing the logic 55, they do not seem to suffice for the logics K5 or KD5.
In this article, we propose to cornbine the benefits of both frameworks by suggesting a novel framework of ymfted hypersequents. which is, at the same time, sufficiently expressive to capture the logics K5 and KD5 and sufficiently simple to retain most of the nice properties of the hypersequent frnnwwork. In particular. grafted hypcrsequents employ only shallow inferences.
Ot1r intuitions in constructing this framework have been guided by two main considerations. From a s:vntactical point of view, the structures we cmrnidcr aric;c from the general study of the connections between Hilbert-c;tyle axioms and rulec; in sequent-style calculi. including hypersequent calculi [Lell4] . On the one hand, axioms formed by a disjunction of boxed formulae exactly lllatc:h the shape of the formula translation of a hyperscquent and, thus, lend themselves to a conversion into rules in this framework. On the other hand. since the standard formula translation of a single-component hypersequent is a boxed forlllula. the souwlness of the resulting calculus under this translation seems to require that the rule DA) A be admissible in the logic under scrutiny. To lift this limitation and be able to capture logics that lack this property. such as KS or KOS, it is natural to extend the sequent-like structure by a ne\Y part to lw interpreted as an t1nboxecl formula, thus motivating the move to the nested sequent style setting with minimal nesting. Apart from these purely syntactic considerntionc;. our intuitions have been guided by the connections with the semantics for the logic in question. Fitting in [Fit12] demonstrated the correspondence between prefixed tableaux, whose prefixes encode tree-like Kripke frames. and purely internal nested sequent calculi, which can be viewed as trees of sequents. A similar correspondence between simplified tableaux for SS 'Nith i11tegcr prefixes awl hypcrsequcnt calculi for SS has already been known. Thus. it is natural also from this perspective to reflect the structure of Euclidean Kripke fran1es. i.e., totally connected components partially accessible from a single "observer .. world. in the proof structures used.
Informally. the idea is to consider a tnm/,; in the form of a nested sequent of bouwled depth 1 and to glue or grnjt a hyperncquent onto its ends. Grafted hypersequent systems are obtained by combining suitable systems of nested sequent rules applied to the trunk and of hypcrseqncut rules applied to the grnfts. This leads to bounded-depth calculi for the logics K5 and K05. as well as for the extensions of K and KO with the axiom (To) D(Dp ->-p) of shZf"t refierivity. Apart from syntactic cut elimination, we show how these calculi can be used in decision procedures of (optimal) complexity for these logics:
• coN P for KS and KOS;
• PS PACE for the logics of shift reflexivity.
Related Work. Finding cut-free internal sequent-style c:alrnli for the logics KS and KOS was an open problem for a rather long time. \Vhile such calculi for other modal logics had been around for more than GO years [O?IIG 7] . it was not until recn1tly that they were developed for these two logics as well.
Among the earliest approaches are the purported analytic calculi for these logics given by .i\Iassacci in [:'.\fasDL1 ] using the framework of prefixed table(m;1; introdt1ced by Fitting in [Fit72] . In this framework formulae arc prefixed with names representing a world in which the formula holds in the Kripke semantics for the logics, and the modal rules make essential uc;e of the accessibility structure of the represented worlds. It was later discovered that in the calculi for KS and KOS ac; given in [:'.\Ias94] one c:rncial rule was missing. but this was fixed by Gon~ and Clfassacci in [Gor00. l\fasOO] . In the original [l\Ias94], l\Iac;sacci also presented a prefixed tableau calculus for the logic SOL+ of shift reflexivity, called the logic of almost reflexivity there. The prefixed tableaux calculi for all these logics give rise to decision procedures for the rc'spc'ctive logics, and in contrast to our calculi also can be t1secl to show clerivability from a set of global as:rnmptions. However, since prefixed tableaux are built of prefixed formulae, there is no direct formula translation of the involved structures, and thus the calculi should not lw counted as fully internal.
Perhaps cloc;er than the framework of prefixed tableaux to Gentzen ·s original sequent calculus is Behmp ·s framework of display logic [I3el82] . Cut-free calculi for the logics KS and KOS in this framework were introduced by vVansing in ["rau94] . Alternatively, the calculi follow from a more general result by rewriting the axioms (S) and (0) as axioms of tense logic and then applying Krachfs algorithm [Km%] to convert the resulting formulae into structural rules. However, since the resulting calculi are based 011 modal tense logic instead of non-temporal modal logic, they contain a structural connective for the backwards directed tense modalities as well as for the standard (forward directed) modalities. Thus again there is no formula translation of the structures occurring in the derivations in the language of standard (mm-temporal) modal logic, and hence the calculi cannot be considered fully internal (see also [vVan02] ).
Fmthcrn1on'. siuce these calculi do not satisfy the substructure property. it is not dear whether they C<Ul be used in decision procedures for the logics considered here.
The Ycry general results about conycrsion of first-order frame properties for modal logics into structural rules of a Labelled .sequent calculus established by Negri and Yon Plato in [.\'POL ~eg05] also can be used to obtain rnt-frec calculi for all the logics considered in this article. In this framework formulae arc labelled with worlds. and the scquents also contain a relational part describing the accessibility relation on these worlds. Tims agai11 the sequents considered do not admit n direct formula trnnslatio11 am! the calculi 0hould not lw counted as fully internal. It is also not c:lcar whether the resulting calculi \vould yield decision proccdmes of optimal complexity.
As a first step towards fully internal cut-free calculi. standard sequent calculi with a form of the analytic cut rule for these logics were introduced by Takano in [TakOl] . These calculi contain the obvious sequent rnle for the axiom (5) which acids a boxed context on the right hand side of the standard rnlc for modal logic K. It is then shown that the cut rule can be limited to sub-formulae of the conc:lusio11 mid formnlae of the form D-.DB or -.DB where DB occurs under a Din the conclusion of the rnt. At about the same time. tableau calculi for a mimbn of modal logics including K5 and KD5 with a11 anal,vtic su pcrformula property similar to the limited su Ii-formula propnty of the above cc1lc11li were introd ucecl by ~guyen in [:'\guOl] . These calculi nrnke use of additimrnl connectives denoting a blocked version of D and the existence of a predecessor world. Of course, since a restricted form of the cut rule is necessary in both of these approaches, they caimot be considered cut-free.
The problem of finding calculi for K5 and KD5 which arc at the same time fully intcnml and cut-free was finally solved by Briinnler's framework of nested sequent.s i11 [BriiOG] for K5 and [Brii09] for KD5. This framework allows for an arbitrary nesting of a struct11rnl connective for D which essentially changes the underlying structmcs from scqnents to trees of scqucnts. This additional strnctmc is then used to provide full,\· i11tcrnal cut-free calculi for all logics in the modal cube, including the logics K5 and KD5. Cut-free completeness ifi show11 both by syntactical cut elimi1rntio11 awl by a cou11tcr-model construction from a failed proof search. vVhilc the calculi thus can be used to decide mcmlwrships for these logics. the provided decision procedure rn11s in exponential time and thus is of suboptimal complexity. The 11csted seq ucnt framework 1Nas also independently introduced by Poggiolcsi uwlcr the irnmc of tree-hypersequ.ent.s and using a different notation [Pog09] , but the logics we are concen1ed with here were not covered.
Grigori :\lints states in [l\fo197. p. 690] that he used a structure similar to our grafted hypcrsequents to establish a calculus for the logic 55 in [J'din71] . In particular, the formula translation of the structures considered i11 [l\Iin97] is exactly our formula translation of the grnftecl hypcrscqucnts. However, while the credited work [Min71] does present essentially a hyperseque11t calculus for 55 (which by the way predates the hypcrsequent calculi for this logic givm1 by Pottinger [Pot8:)] or Avron [Avr9G] by more than ten yems), we were unable to verify the interpretation of the structures there as analogous to the i11terpre-tation of our grafted hypersequents. In his seminal [Avr96], Avrcm also credits ::\lints with introducing a hyperscq11ential calculus for 55 in [l\Iin74. Min92] where one of the components is designated, but we could only find the hypcrseq ucnt calculus ( i11 tableau form) both in the Russian original [l\Iin7 4] and i11 the English publication [l\Iin92] . Iii any case, while it seems clear that l\Jints considered structures similm to our grafted hypersequc11ts at some point, none of the calculi considered in all these works deal with the modal logics K5 or KD5.
The optimal coN P bound on the complexity of the theoremhood problem for the logics K5 and KD5 was established by Halpern and R('go i11 [HR07] . There the authors in fact established a much more general result to the effect that deciding tlicorcmhoocl is coN P complete for every logic containi11g K5 using a small model constructio11. 
Preliminaries and

Grafted Hypersequents
The notion of a grnftecl hypersequcnt can be seen both as a generalisntio11 of the notion of a hypersequent aml as n restriction of the notion of a nested sequent. 
Since the structure of a grafted hypersequcnt only encodes a bounclecl nesting clept h of 0tructural boxes, grafted hyprrsequc11t calculi can still lw considrrecl shallow ·i11fc1rnce calculi. in contrast to e.g. !H'0tecl sequent calculi which allow deep irzf'erencr (with respect to the nesting depth of c;tructurnl boxes).
A Grafted Hypersequent Calculus for K5
The logic we arr mainly interested in is the modal logic K5. This logic ha::; a Hilbert-style presentation given b)' a complete set of axioms for c:lassical propositional logic: in our language of modal logic, by the axioms For more' details. see. e.g., [BdRVOl] . According to the construction of a grafted hypersequent as a tnmk with an aclditi01rnl hypersequent grafted onto it, the rules of the grafted hypcrsequent calculi arc split into two groups: the trunk rules am\ the crown rules. The tnmk ndes consist of the structural and logical rules that govern inforcnces at the tr1mk level and are given in Figure 1 . The strncturnl rnles and the logical rnlcs for the propositional cmrnectives at this level arc stm1darcl. The trnn,4er ndes that introduce the connective D on the left or on the right of the sequent arrow =? follow the treatment of the modality in nest eel sequent calculi [Pogll] .
C1·oum rules govern inferences in the c-rown of the grnftecl hyperscquent and are modelled after the hypcrsequcnt calculus for the modal logic 55 from [Res07] . This group of the rnlcs is given in Figme 2. The semantic intuition for why we use the rules for 55 at the crown level is that the class of Euclidran Kripke frames is the class of frames where the successors of every node form a totally c0111H'ctecl compmH~nt, i.e., an 55 subframe. Thus, if the trnnk sequent is evaluated in a given world, the crown is evaluated in its successors and as such should follow the inference rules of 55. The syntactic: intuition is that. converting the axioms of K5 into rnlcs using a method similar to the one described in [Ld14] for the hyperscquent framework. we obtain exactly the rnles 5 and K from Figurr 2.
Renw.rk :).1. One tedrnical pecidiarity of the crown rules is that in order to lw able to show smnHlness of the rule K, we need to stipulate the trunk sequent to be empty. making it necessary to extend this restriction to all the crown rules. It rnight seem unexpected that the rule K. which closely rcsemblrs in shape the standard modal nee rule, is not grnernlly sound without this restriction and, moreovrr, relics on the Eucliclemmess of the frame for the soundness proof even in the case of the empty trunk sequent. The nwstcry is easy to clarify. The meaning of the K rule under the formula interpretation. in the sirnplest case. is that OH V ODA is inferred from OH V DA. au inference clearly invalid for the class of all Kripkc frames. Fi1rnll)·. the cut rule has two versions: one for the the trunk level awl the other for Oie crown level. The rules are given in Figure : 3. Similar to the crown logic:nl rules, the trnnk in the rule Cute needs to be empty. fonnulae or conte:ctual. All non-contextual formulae occurring in the conclusion arc called principal, and all non-context llal formulae in the premisses are called active for7nu.lae. Tlrns in particular the contracted formulae in the contraction rules and the weakened formulae in the W('akening rules are principal. These notions extend naturally to the level of crown c0111p01icnts: all the crown components in the Hare conte:rt components, while the non-contextual crown components in the conclusion are principal components, those in the premisses active components.
Proposition 3.3 (Soundness). All the rules of KKs Cut pre.serve KS-validity under the forrmda interpretation. i.e .. for each (instance of a) rn.le of RK 5 Cut, if l(P) E KS for each premiss P of this rule, then
1.( C) E KS for the conclusion C of this rn.le.
Proof. By inspection of all the different cases it is shown that whenever 1(C) is not KS-valid, i.e., whenever <L(C) is satisfiable in a Euclidean frame, then also one of the i.(P) is not KS-valid, i.e .. one of the <t(P) is satisfiable. Vle show this for the modal rules; the cases for the propositional and structural rules, trunk or crown alike. are standard. Throughout the proof. we llSe the letter H to denote the side hyperscq11ent of the rnle and write H for the formula 1( =?II H). \Ve also write A =Ks B to mean that
For the rnle S, assume that the formula interpretation of the conclusion of an instance of S is not KS-valid. Given that this means that the latter formula holds in a Euclidean model (TV, R, J) at a world w. Then, in particular, there arc worlds u 1 and v 2 in TF with wRl' 1 and wRv 2 such that DA holds at 1' 1 awl /\I:/\, VII holds at l'2. Given that u1Ru2 by Euclidea1111ess of R, the formula A holds at u2 and. thus. /\I:/\ A/\' VII holds at u 2 . Given that it follows that the formula interpretation of the premise of this rule docs not hole! at the world w, weaning that it is not KS-valid either.
For the rule K, assume that 1.( =? 11 H I =? DA) is not KS-valid. i.e., that ,H /\ 00,J-1 holds in a Euclidean model (TY, R, a-) at a world w. Let v be a world in TY such that wRu and 0-,A holds at v. (TY R. o') . Then, using the standard Kripke semantics for K,
also ho leis at the world w. invalidating l (f => 6. 11 H I I:, A => II).
The case oft he rnlc Dn is trivial because the formula interpretations oft he premiss and the conclusion of the rnle are clearly logically equivalent. D
To c11hallce the readability of the derivations we introduce the following rule as an abbreviatio11. which allows us to merge two components in the crown: Proof. \Ye first show the claim at the crown level by illduc:tion Oil the complexity of A. If the maill connective is propositional, the proof is standard. Iu the modal case we have a clerivatioll
11 H I DB => DB IW =>II HI r,DB => 6.,Dn of=> II HI r.DB => 6.,DB from =>II HI n =>B. which is derivable by the induction hypothesis.
To apply the same reasoning Oil the trullk level we only llced to replace the above clerivatioll by 
Cut Elimination
\Vhile the foct that grafted hypersequents can be m;ed to give a calculus which is soullcl and in the presellCC' of the cut rules complete for the logic KS is perhaps not so smprising. it might be more n'n1arkabl0 that it is possibl0 to show aclmissibility of the cut rules for this calculus. Of course this result is highly desirable. since it entails the subfonnula property for the calculus and thus provides the basis for a decision procedure via backwards proof search. The proof of cut elimi1rnticm itself has several ingrcclients. At its core lies the fact that the formulation oft h0 crown rules vvith the empty root sequent entails a layering of the derivations into the crown layer modifying only the crown part at tlw top of the proof tree. followed by a layer involving the trunk rules only. This is further strengthened by the following lemma stating that the bottom layer of the proof tree can be assumecl to be divided into the trn.nsfcr Laver in which formulae arc trnnsforrecl from the crown to the trunk using the transfer rules and the trunk layer in which only nou-modal trunk rules arc applied. The first step to seeing this is the following observation. which follows from th0 fact that the trunk is empty in all the crown rules awl the fact that no rule moves formulae from the trunk to the crown. Pmof. Both rules DL ancl Dn replace a formula in thr crown with another formula in the trunk. The reason they can be permuted upwards over all the other trunk rules is that the latter operate exclusively on formulae in the trunk (all principal and active formulae are in the trunk Proof. By permuting upwards topmost instances of rules violating the proposit:iou using Observation 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. Since the rule pcrnrntations arc local, the depth of the derivation is not increased. D This la)'ering of th0 derivatiom; cm1 blcs us to dirni1rnte the two cut rules Cutt and Cute in two stages. First we show how to eliminate Cute in the crown using tedmiq u0s from the hyperseq uent framework. Then we csscntiall)· run a cut elimination proof from the nested sequent (or standard sequent) framework to eliminate Cutt in the trunk. reducing principal Cut 1 -cuts on boxed formulae to Cute-cuts in the crown which arc eliminated using the results of the first stag0.
\Ye first give a description of the procedme to eliminate Cute in the C'l'OWll. The method is based on the c:ut elimination proof for extensions of the fuzzy logic MTL with truth stresser modalities givcm in [C.:\ L.\110] and generalised in [Ld14] . The method uses the following notion. The proof proc0ccls by first shifting a topmost Cute on a cut formula with the largest size upwards into the left premiss using a generalised induction hypothesis that. similar to a one-sided version of multicut. OlH' occurrence of the cut formula in the right premiss can be cut against several occ111Tcnces of the rnt formula in the ldt premiss. Once this Cute reaches the place where the rnt formula is introduced in the left premiss. we start shifting the Cute upwards into the Tight premiss, usiug m1other generalised imlucticm hypothesis that one occurrence of the cut formula in the left premiss can be cut against severnl occurrences of the cut formula in the right premiss. This last step is captured in the following lemma, where. for a formula A and a natural number n > 0. 
Prnof. 'The proof is by induction on the depth of the derivation Dn. distinguishing cases bas0cl on the main c:cmnectivc of A allCl on the last applied rule in D1t. By by the same reasoning as used in Observation 4.1 this rule must have been a crown rule.
Since the proof is very similar to the 011e given in [CMl\HO] and, apart from the (empty) trunk, is ell! instance of the gc"ncral proof contained in [Lel14], here we only provide details for the cases where the formula A is of the form DB. In particular, in these cases the last applied rule in Dr, nrnst have been K and, hence. both r and .6. arc empty. The remaining cases are lrnllCllccl similarly.
If the last applied rule in D1t was lnit or J_L, then none of the occ:urrences of DB is principal in it and ( 4) is another instai1c0 of the same rule.
If the last applied rule r in D n was the rule K, the rnle Cute with the cut formula simpler than A, or a propositional rule, then, since the rule 5 is the only non-structmal rule introducing a boxed formula in an antecedent, again none of the oc:cmTcnces of DB are principal in this application. Thus. we first apply the in cl uction hypothesis to the premiss( es) of r and then apply the same rule, followed by structural rules if nrcessary, to obtain (4). For instance, if the last applied rule in D1t was K:
we would obtain Tlw case where the last applied rule iu DFI. was the rule 5 or a structural rule with none of the displayed occurrences of DB principal is similar. The case where the last applied rule was EC or ICL with at least one of the displayed occurrences of DB priuc:i pal is taken care of by the ind uc:tion hypothesis. The argument for the rcmaiuiug structural rules is standard aml left to the reader.
The case somewhat peculiar to our system is the one where the last applied rule iu Dn was the rule 5 introducing one oft he displayed DB. Then the derivation D n ends with (Here 111 11 can also lw zero, making I:,, =? II,, a part of H rd In the other premiss. since DB was principal in the last rule application iu Dr,. the latter ends with It uow only remains to remove duplicate sequents using EC. LI
As an immediate conscqttcncc we obtain the procedure to eliminate applications of the cTmvn cut rule Cute by repeated applications of the Shift Ldt Lemma. 
D
Remark 4.HJ. Since the rules of the system RKs considered here do not include all~' restrictions on the context, in this particular case it would also be possible to reverse the order of the Shift Lem111ata in the proof of crown cut elimination. i.e .. to first shift cuts upwards into the derivation of the right premiss, awl then into that of the left premiss. However, to emphm;isc the connection to the hypcrscquent cut elimination proofs contained in [Ci\Jj\[10, Ldl4] Using Proposition 4.:) we may assume that both derivations are layered in such a way that all the trunk propositional and trunk structural rules occur below the transfer rules, which in turn occm below the crown rules. Since the trunk is not empty in the cmlscquents of both D L and D H, it follows that the last rnle applied in each of them was a trunk rnle. The proof is by double induction on I A I (outer in cl uc:tion) and on the sum of depths of D L and D 11 (inner induction). If none of the displayed occurrences of A in the conc:lusion of DL is principal in the last ruler r, applied in DL or if none of the displayed occmwnces of A in the ccmclusion of Du i::; prim:ipal in the last rule rFI applied in Du, then the induction hypotlwsis can be applied to the premiss(es) of DL and the conclusion of DFI or to the ccmclusion of Dr, and the prerniss(es) of Dn respectively, after which an application of rL or rn respectively yields (fi).
If one of rL or r11 is a structural rule with at least one of the displayed occurrences of A being principal, the treatment is standard and left to the reader. It remains to consider the cases vvhen both rL or rn arc logical rules or initial structures introducing one of the clisplayccl occurrences of A. The cases when A is a propositional variable or when the main connective in A is Boolean arc standard and left to the reader: we only provide details for the case of A= DB. In this case. rL was an application of Dn and rn was an application of . Since DL and Dn are layered. there are only applications of DL, Dn, and crown rules above rL in DL and there are only applications of DL and crown rules above rn in Dn.
If any oft he D n applications above r L introduce a fonrn ila other than one of the displayed occurrences By Lemma 4.9 applied to (6) and the leftmost displayed occmTcnce of IJ in (7) 15 (6) (7)
Applying Lemma 4.U k -1 111on' times. each time to (6) and the leftmost displayed occ:urrc11ce of B i11 the result of the previous applicatio11. we obtain It is now easy to derive (5) Proof. A derivation D is turned into a cut-free derivation using an induction 011 the combined immber of applications of Cute and Cutt. Each topmost application of Cute (with no Cut 1 above it either) c:crn be elimi11ated by using Theorem 4. 7 and t!ach topmost application of Cut 1 (with no Cute a bow' it either) can be eliminated by using Theorem 4.11. 0
As usual from the cut elimination theorem we obtain consistency of the logic. \Ve can also use it to show that certain formulae such as the axioms (D), formulated as OJ_ -> J_ or (T) 011 --> 11 are not theorems of the logic.
Corollary 4.13. None of the gmftccl hypcrscquents
Proof. Iu Corollary 4.8. we already proved that ==? is not derivable in RKs Cute. The statement now follows from the fact that RKs = RKsCutc = RKsCut.
To show that grafted hypcrsequcnts ==? 011 --+ 11 are not derivable for 11 being _I__ or a propositional variable. we assume the contrary aml consider an arbitrary derivation of such a grafted hyperscquent in RKs· whic:h exists by Theorem 4.12. Its e11dsequent can be obtained by W from ==? . which is not derivable. or by Cn from ==? OA --+ 11, 011 --+ 11, or by --+a from OA ==? A. .'.\ote that the rule OL is 11ot applicable to 011 because the crown is empty. Co11ti11uing with this line of reasoning, only grnftecl hypernequc11ts of the form 011, .... 011==?011--+11, ... , 011--+ 11, A ..... 11
can occur in the derivation because the crown remains empty. Given that 11 is J_ or a propositional variable. no other rule can ever be applied and no initial structure can ever be reached because the u11boxed 11 llC'Vcr occurs in the antecede11t of the trunk. 0 5 Contraction, Decidability, Complexity l\ow that we have establislwd cut elimination for the c:alcult1s RKs· our goal is to u:,;e this calculus in a decision proced me for the logic K5. The main clrnlle11gc is to bring the complexit~· of this decision proced urc duwn to the optimal complexity: \Yhile it is !mown hy semantic arguments that the logic K5 is decidable in coNP (and in fact every ext<~nsion of K5 is as well [HR07] ), the (few) existing wilabelled sequent-style calculi used in decidability proofs for this logic either make use of mrnlytic cuts [::'\guOL ·rakOl] or more complirntecl structures such as nested sequent;,; [Brti09], resulting i11 a higher complexity. The general idea for the decision procedure based on our grnfted-sequcnt calculus for K5 is to employ bac/,;wards proof search: starting with a grnftccl hyperscquent 9, check wlwther there is a rule which could have been applied last to derive 9 and l"f!Cmsivcly check that all its premisses are derivable. In Ne show that we can fix the orcler of applications of rules, thereby eliminating the need for existential guessing steps. \\·hid1 leaves us only with universal choosing steps. This enables us to reduce the complexity from alternating polynomial time (or polynomial space) to the desired coNP. Of comsc. in orcler to be able to lrnnclle the grnftecl hypen;equents occurring in a derivation efficiently. we also need to show that their size is bounded. For this we neecl to be able to eliminate applications of the c:cmtrnctiou rules. since these rules allow for a potentially unbounded increase in the size of the grafted hypcrsequent (when seen bottom-up). To shovv admissibility of the contraction rules we use I<leenc ·s Trid:. a met hod first i nt roe! ucccl by Kleene in the construction of the G3-type sequent systems for classical am! intuiticmistic logic: [Kle52] . The idea is to copy the relevant parts of the conclusion in a logical rule into the premisses, ;;o that contractions in the couc:lusiou of this rule can be permuted into its premisses. In order to prevent u11nccessary blow-up of the structures vve omit components ofthe hypcrscqucnt part which can be derived from other components using internal weakenings. Finally. to deal with external contrnctions involvi11g both principal components of the 5 rule, we' acid the missing rule. Perhaps uot surprisingly this turns 011t to be the crown version of the stamlard T rule for reflexive modal logics. This procedure is analogous to addi11g missing rules to a rule set by internally contracting formulae in the premisses and conclusicm so that it satisfies the clos1ln' condition of PPOL NegOG] respectively the contmctfon closure condition of [Lel14]. Figure 4 . The rule set including these rules together with initial structures lnit and .1£ both in the trunk and in the crown. as well as the trunk weakening rule W, is called Rf< 5 .
Definition 5.1 (Modified rules). The moclifiecl rules implementing Kl('ene's trick are given in
Again. in the ndes of Rf< 5 we call all the formulae in the f. 6. I:, II and in the components in H the contea:tuaL formvJae. we call all non-contextual formulae in the conc:l usion the p1·incipal formulae, and all non-contextual formulae in the premisses the active forrrmlae. In particular the copies of the principal formulae in the premisses are active formulae. The notions of contextual, principal, and active components are as for the system RKs· Note that the rule set Rf< 5 includes neither thc contrncti011 rules EC. ICr,. ICH, CL. or Cu uor the weakening rules EW or IW. The trunk weakC'uing rn!C' W, however, is necessm"}' since the crown rules can only be applied with the empty trunk. It would also be possib!C' to add two new transfer rules analogous to Dj 1 and D[, but with empty trunk in the premisses to obtain a system where the trunk weakening rule W is admissible as well. However, in view of the fact that trunk weakening in general is unproblematic, we prefer the system with one structural rule instead of two new logical rules. The rcc;ulting crown rules then are essentially the modal rules of the modified hypersequC'nt system for 55 usccl in the semantic: ccm1pleteness proof in [Rcs07] together with the T* rule to ensure admissibilit:\' of extcnrnl contraction. Since we have omitted c:ompcments in the crown which can be derived from other cmnpmients using internal weakening IW. we need to show depth-prescn'ing admissibility of IW before we can slmw admissibility of contrnction. Proof. The admissibility of internal crown and trunk contrncticm is shown as usual by an induction on the depth of the derivation. For instance, to contract the principal formula in the conclusion of an application of the rule 5* shown below left. we apply the the induction hypothesis to the premiss of this application (without increasing the depth) and then use another application of the rule 5* as shown below right: The most non-trivial case is when the two principal components of 5* me contracted. This is treated as follows, illustrating why the addition of the rule T* to the system was necessary: Definition 5.5 (Set-based structures). A set-based sequent is a pair f' o=> 6 of sets f'. 6 of formulae. A set-based hyperseque1it is a set of set-based sequents. A .set-based grafted hyper.sequent r =? 6 11 H is a set-based sequent f' o=> 6 together with a set-bm;ed hypcrscquent H.
Lemma 5.2 (Admissibility of internal and external weakening
The rnlcs of RK 5 apply to set-based grafted hypersequents as usuaL reading set union U for the comma , and for the hypcrscqucnt bar I· Remark G.6. In thr srt-bascd setting, the T* rnle becomes an instance of the 5* rnlc.
To abbreviate notation we introduce the notion of subsumption of one set-based grafted hypersequcut by another. The idea is that 011e such structure is submuncd by another if each of the components i11 the crown arc components in the crown of the other or derived from such components using wcakcniug, and similarly for the trunk. Formally: • for every n =} f) E H there is a n' =} 8' E H' such that n c;c: n' and 8 c;c: 8 1 .
We then also writer=? 6 II H c;c: I:=} II II H'.
Thus if a grnftecl hyperscqucnt Q is subs timed by another grafted hyperscqucnt Q'. then it is possible to derive Q' from Q 1rning only the structural rules, i.e .. the different forms of weakening.
Theorem 5.8 (Decidability and complexity). The backwards proof search algorithm fm· K5 gwen as Algrwithm. 1 decides membership ·in K5 and can be frnplernented 'in coN P.
I'rnof. It is easy to see that all the rules of Rf< 5
, except for W, arr invertible liernuse they can lw read backwards as weakrnings. which we proved to be admissible. It is also easy to sec that all the possible trnnk rnles are applied before the application of Win Line 11. that no crown rnlrs can be applied before Line 11. and that all the possible crown rules are applied after Line 11. (Here we take into account the fact that no lmrnch of a shortest derivation can visit a grafted hypersequcnt subsumed by a prior grafted hypcrscqucnt from this lmmch because of depth-preserving admissibility of weakening rules.) Tims, the correctllcss of the algorithm follows from the completeness of RKs (Theorem 4.12) awl the equivalellce of RKs and Rf< 5 ('fhrorrm 5.4).
To see that the complexity of the proceclmc is indeed coNP, consider a nm of the procedure with input 9. Given that the algorithm clocs not use any existential guessing. it is sufficient to drm011strate that each universal-choice branch requires polynomial time. Since all the rules in Rf< 5 have the subformula property. every set-based grnftecl hypcrscqucnt occmrillg in a clerivatioll of the given grafted hypersequent 9 colltaills only subformulae of formulae occurring in Q. If the size of 9 is n, there arc at most n such subfon1mlae amL thus. every set-based sequent containing only subformulac of 9 contains at most 211 formulae. Since all the trunk propositional rules do not decrease the m1mber of formulae occurring in the trullk. since the repeat-loop that starts in Line 2 is terminated after no new formulae are addccL and since each formula in the trunk elljoys at most one propositional rule application before being labelled processed. there are at most 2n applications of the tnmk propositional rules in Lillc 4 and inclcecl in the whole repeat-loop starting in Line 2. Since the rule 0[ 1 introduces a iww crown component from a consequent formula occurring in the trunk. there are at most 11. applirntions of DJ, in Line 9 that introduce at most 11. new components, making the total 1111mber of scquellts in the crown at most 2n.
Tims. for each of at most n antecedent boxed formula in the trunk the rule Df, is used at most 2n times as clcscribccl ill Line 10. and then' arc at most 2n 2 applications of overall. The only steps that create new crown components within the repeat-loop that starts in Line 12 arc the applications of K* in Line Hi. Since for each boxed subformula of a formula occurring ill 9 at most onr crown component would lw created by either D~~ or K*, we can evaluate the total number of applications of D'/ 1 in Line D and K''' in Line l!) as at most n and the total number of components ill the crowll at any point ill the running of the algorithm as at most 211. Tims, there arc at most 411 2 formulas that can occur in the CTOWll ill various compmH'nts: 211 2 antecedent formulas and 211. 2 consequent ones. This means that the propositional crown rules are applied at most 4n 2 times in Line 14 and that the rnle 5* is applied at most 411.:
1 times: to a combination of each of at most 2n 2 antecedent formulas with each of at most 2n components.
To s11mrnarize, the total numlwr of rule instam:es applied for each branch of universal cl1oiccs is 0(11:
1 ) steps and it is easy to see that each rule instance can be processed in polynomial time. The whole procecl me can. thus, be irnplcrnclltccl on a polynomially bounded alternating Turing machine which makes only universal choosillg steps. Therefore, the problem of clec:idillg whether a given set-based grafted hypersequent is derivable in Rf< 5 is in the complexity class AII 1 { = coNP [CKS81] .
D
Extensions and Modifications
So far we restricted our investigations to a grafted hypcrsequent calculus for the logic K5. However. the framework of grafted hypersequents is more general than that ancl alluws to capture other logics as well. The idea of the calculus for K5 was to have rules from a nested sequent setting govcn1ing the behaviour of the trunk of a grafted hypersequent awl rules from a hypcrscquent setting governing the behaviour of the crown. In the case of K5 the trunk rules corresponded to the standard modal logic K. while the crown rules were those of S5. in close analogy with the semantic intuition that K5 is the logic of frames where all successor states of a state are part of an S5-subfrnmc, i.e., are part of a clique. Tims., to vary the calculus we have two maill optiolls: varying its trunk rules or its crown rules. As an example for the first option, we consider the logic KD5, followed by an example for the scco11cl option in the form of a calc:td11s for the logic of shift-rrficxive frames.
A Calculus for KD5
The logic: KD5 cxtcmls the logic K5 with the additional axiom (D) = OT =Ks OJ_--+ _L =-.OJ_ and is the logic of Euclidean ancl .serial frames, i.e., of Euclidean frames additionally satisfyillg the frame property \/.i; ::Jy xRy. In order to constrnct a grafted hypersequent calculus for this logic we lleed to add rul0s to the calculns RKs to cllsme that (D) is derivable both ill the trunk and in the crown (tlw latter is necessary ill the completeness proof for future use of nee, see the proof of Theorem :3.6). However, the followillg derivation ,;hows, that without adding any extra rules we already have RKs f-=? 11 =? -10.L Since all the remaining axioms are derivai)le and M P and nee preserve derivability as shown in the proof of Theorem :3.6, completeness follows. 0
The next step is to show cut elimination for RKos via an extension of the arguments for RKs.
Theorem 6.2 (Cut elimination for RKo 5 ). The 7"11.les Cutt and Cute are admissible in RKDs·
Pmof It is ern,;y to show that the new rule 02 can be permuted over all other trunk rules except for the rule OL, and over other instances of 02 rules. It is also easy to show that both On and OL nrn be permuted over the new rule 02. This entails the following layering of the derivations in RKD5 U {Cute}:
the crown layer (possibly with applications of Cute), applications of DL.
applicatious of Dn and l::::J~, the trunk layer.
The analogue of Proposition 4.:), thus, instead of Clause::) has Claww 3':
:)'. Dn ancl D~ do not occur below any trunk rule;; other tlrnn DL, Dn, and D2.
Since the crown rule;; of RKos are exactly those of RKs, it is al;;o clear that the proofs of Shift Right Lemma 4.G and of Shift Left Lemma 4.6, as well as of cut elimination for Cute (Theorem 4. 7), of the n011-derivabilit~' of =>II=> and => (Corollary 4.8), ancl of the generalized Cutc:-elimi1rntion (Lemma 4.9) go through as before.
To show the admissibility of the trunk cut rule Cut 1 we need to extend the argument in the proof of Theorem Ll.12. Using the depth-preserving permutability of Dn and D2 over each other. we assume that Dr, awl D H are structured from top to bottom in different ways:
Dr,: the crown layer. then DL. then Du. then D2. then the trnnk layer:
Du: the crown layer. then DL. then D2, then Da, then the trunk layer.
The case of the last applied rule being a propositional or structural trunk rule works as lwfore. The case when r /, or r n is an application of D~ with none of the the displayed occttrrences of A being principal is processed in the similar way. The main differcw:es lie in the case when A = DB and both r L and r n introcl uce one of the displayed occurrences of A because now r n nm be an application of either DL (as before) or D2. The case wheu r 11 is an application of DL is, in fact. exact!~' the same as in the cut elirni1rntion proof for RKs because in this cw;c. D~ rules do not occur above either rL or ru clue to our choice of layeril1g for the corresponding derivations. Thus, we only coHsider in detail the case when r n is an application of D2. As before. if one of the D~ rules above r 11 introduces a formula other than a displayed occurrence of A, it can be permuted downwards and dealt with by the induction hypothesis on the combined depth of the derivaticms. So -vve assume that all D~ rules introduce displayed occurrences of A. Further, if one of the DL rnles above ru docs not affect any of the crown cmnponcnts created by the D~ rnlcs, it can be pcn1mtcd clownwarcls in a clepth-prcscrvil1g way as follmvs: the derivation Om goal is to derive , W y ~ to remove the component itse If, removing cl u plicates by means of contraction rules would suffice i11 order to derive (U), except for the cases when oue of the ::'.:"'. Wy ~ has the form ~ . If at least one such crown c:ompouc11t is presm1t it is to be weakened to a11y other existing n011-empty crow11 component aud contractccl with it, after which the cleriYation proceeds as just clescribecl. The ouly problem. therefore. might occur when the only crown components are the empty ones, i.e., of the form ~ . Even in this case, if ;; > 0 or if at least one of HL and 1{~1 is not Clllpty, thcu the extra empty components can be contracted with those present in (9). Thus. the only rc1m1iuiug case could be when 1) L and 1) R liacl the forms
respectively. However, this would mcau that we cau derive impossible.
~ 11 ~ . which we have shmvn to be 0 Having established cut elimination. again we would like to use the calculus in a decision proc:edme for the logic: KD5. The strategy is the same as in the case of K5: we first modi±}' the (cut-free) calculus so as to make contraction admissible. This allows us to consider set-based grafted hyperseqncnts. awl a slight moclifirntion in the backwards proof search algorithm for K5 will give 11s the decidability and cmnplexity result. Prnof. A straightforward adapt ion of the proof of Theorem 5.8. Concerning the complexity (and again writi11g /1 for the rnmtlwr of su bformulm' of the input grafted hypersccp wnt). the additional step of applying the rule o~* lrnckwarcls in Line D.D introduces at most n new crown cornp01H'11ts i11 at most 11 applications of D~. Thm;, the total m1mber of crown components at any rnome11ts becomes at most :311 i11stcad of 2n for K5. Tims, the rule Dr, is used at most :}n 2 times instead of 211 2 , there arc at most G11.
2 applications of crown propositio11al rules, and each rule 5* is applied at most 911: 3 times. It is clear that the asymptotic: lwlrnvior of the algorithm is, however, unaffected. D
Calculi for Shift Reflexivity
As au example for the scconcl possibility of varying the calculus we construct grafted hypersequent calculi for logics of shift refie:1:ive frames, which are also called secondary refle:rive or almost re.fle:rf'l1e. This property is given axiomatically by the axiom
and semantically by the frame condition VwVu(wRv --+ uRv), i.e .. the property that every successor is reflexive. \Ye write KT o for the logic given by the normal modal logic K together with the axiom (To), and KDT o for the cxtensio11 of this logic with the seriality axiom (D), which, predictably, is the logic of shift reflexive and serial frames. Under a deontic interpretation of the Das the rnoclality 0 (reacl: ''It is obligatory that ... ,. ) . the logic KDT o is also known as the logic SDL +. a very natural extcnsio11 of the standard clcontic logic: SDL (= KD) [i\kN14] . In order to construct grafted hypersequcnt calculi for these logics. we now graft a hypcrscquent calculus for the logic KT onto a nested sequent calculus for the logic K or KD respectively. The notions of contextual, principal and active formulae and components arc defined as expected.
with the exception that we call the formulae occurring in r, 6 in the rules K,, the weakening context. Note that the rules K 11 and T from Figure G do not make use of the hypersequent mechanism. In particular, only one hypersequent component is principal in their conclusion: they are sequent-style rules in a hypersequent setting. Thus. by standard arguments it can lw shown that a grafted h)•persequcnt =? 11 H is derivabk ill RKT.' or RKDTr~, iff =} 11 r =} 6 is derivable in the same system for some r =} 6 E H iff /\ r --+ V 6 is deri~cble in the' modal logic KT for some f =? 6 E H.
2 This would seem to suggest that it suffices to graft a sequent calculus for KT instead of a hypersequcut calculus onto the nested calculus for K or KO respectively. However, this would necessitate a modification of the transfer rule On. which iutrod uces a new crown component after each application. Siuce we would like to Pmplrnsise the uuifonn character of our approach, we arc unwilling to make this modification.
As 11sual. we define RKT LJ Cut and RKoT u Cut to be RKT.J aucl RKDT::: respectively extended with both cut rules Cut 1 aml Cute· Soundness and corn pleteness of the calculi are established readily.
Theorem 6. 7 (Soundness and cmnplcteness with cut). For every formula D we have:
For sotmducss, again we show that all the rules preserve validity tmder the formula interpretation, which was proved for the propositional rules and most of the trnrn;fer rules in Proposition 3.3 and for the rule 0~ for serial frames iu Theorem G. l. For tlw rule T, a straightforward argument shmNs that if the ucgation of a conclusion of au instance of T is satisfied on a shift reflexive frame at world w, then so is the negation of the premiss. For the rnlcs Kn, suppose that the negation of the conclusion of an instance of the rule Kn is satisfied in a shift reflexive (and serial v n) : B E Y} U { (;;, y)} and the valuation O"* is the same as O" ou worlds of 1Y and is arbitrary 011 z. Since the frame underlying DJ1 is shift reflexive, the frame 1mclerlying 9J1* is shift reflexive as well, and if the former frame is serial, then so is the latter. :tvioreovcr. since the new world ;; is not accessible from any world, for any world w EH/ and any formula C. we have 9J1, w II-C iff 9J1*. w II-C. In particular, 9J1*. holds at world ;; in'))('', and, thus, the negation of the premiss of this instance of K,, is satisfied in a shift refiexive (and serial) model. Then again we derive all the axioms of KT o or of KDT o respectively both in the crown and in the trunk and use the two cut rnles to simulate M P. The rule nee in the tnmk is still simulated by using the iud uctio11 hypot hcsis for the crown and the rule D n, whereas nee in the crown now has to be processed by K 0 instead of K. To derive the new axiom (To) in the trnuk and crown, we append the derivation Theorem 6.8 (Cut elimination for RKT n and RKDT n). 'l'hc 1·uLes Cut 1 and Cute air arhnissible in RKT ~ and RKDTr-i· Proof. The layering of the derivations is established as for RKs· In the proof of the mrnloguc of the Shift Right Lemma 4.G, the case 'Nhen the last rule applied in Dn was T and it die\ not introduce m1y of the formulae to he rnt presents no difficulties and is handled again by the in cl uction hypothesis. The same situation for a rule K1,, can only mean that all occurrences of the formulae to be cut in the principal sequent of Kk were part of the weakening context, meaning that the same result can be achieved by weakenings with a prior cross cut if necessary. For A = DB ancl the main case of one of the occurrences to be cut !wing a principal formula in Du we now have c;omc Kk as the last rule applied in DL and either 
0
The strategy for obtaining a decision procedure using the calculi KKT-, aml KKDT:. is the same as for the calculi KKs and KKos: first modify the rules using Kleeue·s Trick to ensure' admissibility of the structural rules aucl thus equivalence to sct-lm::>ed grafted hyperscqucnts. then perform backwards proof s0arc:h 011 these structures. The modified versions of the rules K,, and Tare given in Figure G (the seco11d rule is identical to the rule we had to acid in Figure 4 in order to make the Klcc11c "d systems complete for KS and KD5). Agai11, the principal component in the rule T is not copied i11to the premiss, since it is su bsumecl by the active component of the premiss. Then the moch.fied rule sets Rf<T r-: aud Rf<oT :J contain the rules of the calc:uli Rf< 5 and Rf< 05 respectively, with the rules K;~ and T* instead of K* and 5*. Unlike these previous cases, we also acid the rule of external weakening EW. This is not, strictly speaking, necessary because this rule would have been admissible otlierwis0. \Ve irn:luclc it primarily to be used in the algorithm for the lmc:kward proof search. Then as above we obtain: Lemrna 6.9 (Admissibility of internal weakening and c:o11trnctio11). Proof. Again we first show depth-pn'owrving admissibility of IW by illCluction on the depth of the derivation. This is then used to show admissibility of the contraction rules. In particular, the admissibility of EC with last applied rnle T* is shown exactly the same way as in (8) in the proof of Lemma G.:). The remaining cases are standard, except that one may need to use the induction hypothesis twice for the admissibility of ICL. if the last appliC'd rule was K;;. 0 For the decisicm procednre we need to modify the algorithm slightly. This is clue to tlw fact that in contrast to the hypersequcnt calculus for the logic 55 which we used at the crown level of the calculi KKs awl KKDs, in the calculus for KT used at the crown level of the calculi KKT ~ and KKDT 0 we cannot fix the order of the rnlc applications. Thus we need to existentially guess the last applied modal rule, as captured in Line 21 of the decision procedure for KT o give11 as Algorithm 2. For the logic KDT o we add Line 9.D from p. 2G bctwec11 lines 9 and 10 as before.
Rema.TA: (i.11. Algorithm 2 could also be modified to a slightly more efficient version: In Line 9 it would be sufficient to existentially guess only one consequent formula DA from the tnmk and apply rule D'R backwards to it. Then the existential guessing step of Line 12 becomes superfluous, mid instead of first creating many crown components and then deleting all but one of these we would only create one in the first place. \~1hilc this wo11kl fllightly increase efficiency, for the sake of greater transparency in the correctness proof we chose the current formulation. Proof. As before. all the rules of RK 5 , except for W and K(, are invertible ancl it cau be seen that all the possible trunk rules are applied before the application of W in Line 11, that no crown rules can be applied before Line 11, and that all the possible crown rules are applied after Line 11. The ability to choose one crown component in Line 12 follows from om earlier obs0rvati011 that hypen;equrnts arc not necessary to deal with the crown. Every time after the repeat-loop of Liue 14 terminates, the only remaining applicable rnlcs arc instances of K(. Completeness is guaranteed by existentially choosing among sufficiently many possibilities to subsume all other possible applications of these rules. i.e., those when some of the boxed formulae in 1: 1 arc not taken to be principal. Finally, the ability to use EW to remove the old component after an application of K( follows from the same observation about hypcrsequents not being necessary to deal with the crown and the fact that deleting the newly created component would simply cancel the preceding application of K[. Tims. the correctlless of the algorithm follows from the completeness of RKT 1J and RKoT n and the e(1uivalence of RKT and RKoT CJ to RKT:J ancl RKDTr-res1wctivcly (Theorem G.10).
For the' c:omplrxity, again we write n for the si,,;e of the input. Since the part of the procedure before Line 12 is the same as in Algorithm 1 or in the algorithm for RK 05 , the munber of rule applications up to this point in Algorithm 2 or in its modification for KOT o again is O(n.
2 ) and the resulting grafted hypcrsequent has at most 2n crown components. Thus there are at most 211 possibilities for the existential guessing step in Line 12 and the rule W is applied no more than 211 ~ 1 times. Note that in Line 12 the algorithm halts and rejects if the crown is empty. Immediately after Line 12 there is only one crown comp011cnt left, containing at most 2n formulae in total. The rest of the algorithm is essentially backwards proof search in a sequent calculus for the logic KT. The repeat loop of Line 14 applies no more than 2n rule iustauccs because it processes each formula in the only crown component no more than once. There are no more than n possibilities to choose a formula from the consequent in Line 21. Note that the algorithm halts and rejects if the consequent contains no boxed formulae. Finally. the repeat loop of Line 1:3 terminates after at most n cycles because the maximal modal nesting depth of the new component created in Line 21 is strictly smaller than that of the other component cldetecl in the next line. Thus the total nmning time is polynomial in the size of the input, and since we altcnrntc between universal choices and existential guesses, the algorithm runs in alternating polynomial time, i.e., the problem is in PSPACE [CKS81] . D Since a modal formula A is a theorem of the modal logic KT iff the formula DA is a theorem of modal logic: KT o (and analogously for KOT o), and since the decision problem for KT is known to be PSPACE-complete [Lad77], it is clear that the complexity bound witnessed by the algorithm is in fact optimal.
Conclusion
In this article vve have presented a novel proof-theoretic: framework based ou grafting a hypersequcut calculus on top of a bounded-depth nested sequent calculus. In this framework we obtained natural cut-free calculi for the modal logics K5 and K05 as well as calculi for extensions of K or KO with the axiom for shift reflexivity. The latter extension constitutes a calculus for the important deontic logic SOL+. For all the calculi we cstablishecl syntactical cut elimination, admissibility of the structural rules in a slightly modified version of the calculi, and decidability of the derivability problem via backwards proof search. ;'\otably, all the decision procedures are of optimal complexity, in particular, those for the logics K5 and K05 are ill coN P. To the best of our knowledge our calculi for these logics are the first anal>rtic sequent-style formulations that give rise to decision procedures of optimal complexity.
Future work. vVe plan to extend aml generalise these particular results iu two different directions. For the first direction, it should be possible to plug in the generic cut elimination proof for hypersequent calculi from [Lelle!] for the crown level part of the cut elimination proof for grafted hyperseq uents. As long as the crown level versions of the standard moclal rules stay sound. this should give rise to analytic:
grafted hypersequent calculi for all extensions of K or KO with axioms of the form V;1= 1 Dp; where :n the :p; have modal nesting depth at most one and ouly contain negative occiuTcm·es of boxes. For the second direction. we plan to investigate strengtlicnings ancl modifications of the nested sequent pmt of the calculi. e.g., to handle transitive logics or calculi where tlw nested seq ucnt part has depth greater than one.
